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CCTVs at CST may hold key to probe
Raghvendra Rao : New Delhi, Fri Nov 28 2008, 00:36 hrs
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Thirty Close Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras, installed at

Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus (CST) railway station in the aftermath

of the 7/11 Mumbai train bombings in 2006, hold the key to

investigations into Wednesday night's terror attack on Mumbai.

Having "roamed around firing indiscriminately" inside the station

premises for more than two hours, the images of men unleashing

terror at CST are learnt to have been captured by these CCTVs. While

Railways Protection Force (RPF) officials were sceptical about the

usefulness of CCTV footage given their "skeletal" presence at the

station, security agencies were still hopeful of finding some

important leads into the identities of the perpetrators through the

recorded footage. "The CCTV footage has been sealed and will be

handed over to the Anti-Terrorism Squad," Central Railway Chief

Public Relations Officer Srinivas Mudgerikar said.

The attack at CST railway station, which began around 9.55 pm on

Wednesday, left four persons, including three railway employees,

dead and seven injured.

As many as 13 passengers sustained bullet injuries during the firing

and were admitted to St George Hospital. Railway officials said the number of dead and injured at

the railway station could be more and efforts were on to ascertain whether any of the 69 bodies

brought at St George Hospital were those of passengers.

The dead include RPF Head Constable M L Choudhary, Assistant Chief Ticketing Inspector S K

Sharma and cleanliness staff Harika Bai Lalji Solanki. Government Railway Police Inspector

Shashank Shinde, too, was killed during the firing.

RPF Head Constable P N Giri, who was shot in the chest, was battling for his life. Injured railway

employees include an enquiry-cum-reservation clerk, a junior booking clerk, a parcel porter and a

mechanical khalasi. The gunbattle at CST railway station lasted for over two hours. "As many as 47

rounds from rifles, pistols and revolvers were fired by the RPF," a senior official said in New Delhi.
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